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Welcome letter by the CEO of LC Publishing

I am very pleased to invite you to the third edition of Legalcommunity Week in
Milan, which will take place from 10 to 14 June 2019.
The Week is the global event for business and tax lawyers, general counsel,
bankers and professionals from all over the world, and it takes place in Milan,
turning our world-class city into the global capital for law and business for one
week.
Legalcommunity Week is organized by LC Publishing Group and it brings together professionals of the legal, tax, in-house and finance communities in a
week of meetings, conferences and entertainment events in Milan.
The Week includes more than 10 thematic conference sessions with over 80
speakers who discuss the challenges of the legal profession, changes in the
market, professional innovations and international trends.
This year’s focus will be INNOVATION, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE and LEGAL TECH.
I am proud of the success and enthusiasm that we received at the previous
editions of the Week. And I am grateful to the City of Milan for its patronage in
2018 and to the 18 sponsors, 11 supporters and 5 media partners which have
contributed to the exceptional growth of the Week’s past editions. I believe
that the 2019 edition will be an extraordinary event and, together with the LC
Publishing Group team, we are confident that this will possibly be the best
year yet.
Please use the Week to network and exchange thoughts about your experience. That is the spirit of the Week, to look in the same direction, to create
the highest number of interactions and to foster collaboration among all the
professionals, building and sharing knowledge. It’s not a competition—there’s
only the common purpose that sharing and being united is better.
I look forward to the next edition and to welcoming you in Milan.

Aldo Scaringella
Founder and CEO, LC Publishing Group
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LC Publishing Group
Overview

LC Publishing Group
www.lcpublishinggroup.it

INFORMATION

EVENTS

INTELLIGENCE

PUBLICATIONS

LC Publishing Group leads the digital information market in Italy
for the legal, tax, finance and food industries
and is the main source for trusted and timely news with a business angle
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LC Publishing Group
Digital Titles and Brands

The first website of the group, launched in October 2011, Legalcommunity.it is aimed at business lawyers, tax consultants
and accountants. Every day the website reports current and in-depth news from major companies and from the business
lawyers’ point of view.

Launched in May 2014, the site is aimed at bankers, private equity funds, real estate operators and asset management
companies. For its contents, the magazine focuses on finance market, i.e., on transfers and new appointments, operations
and related advisors, rather than on insights and analytical data on market trends. Financecommunity.it has achieved a
spectacular growth in terms of number of readers and professionals taking part, giving their contribution.

Launched in May 2015, the digital title is aimed at business managers, HR managers, marketing managers, financial
managers and top management. At content level, it focuses on lawyers who work in-house at companies and on the
evolution of this group of professions in Italy.

Foodcommunity.it is the Group’s website dedicated to the food & beverage sector, created in 2016. The portal aims to
analyze the economic scenario, through the protagonists of the food and wine world in Italy and abroad. Great attention
is devoted to Michelin starred chefs, to the opening of new restaurants, as well as to the moves of food companies, from
multinationals to small producers. The world of food recounted with an economic approach, with the focus on the most
important figures in the industry (Chef, high-end restaurants, small artisanal producers).
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LC Publishing Group
Digital Titles and Brands

Foodcommunitynews.com, launched in 2017, is the international portal dedicated to the development of the Italian food
& beverage sector beyond Italy. Written in English, it provides news and insights on the internationalization of the realities
and protagonists of the Made in Italy eno-gastronomic world.

The latest site (April 2018), InhousecommunityUS.com is the international magazine, in English, that covers legal and
inhouse affairs in the United States, through experiences beyond Italy’s borders to reach overseas destinations and all over
the world.

MAG is the first fortnightly online magazine dedicated to the Italian business community. In every issue, the most prominent
lawyers, bankers, entrepreneurs and chefs reveal and comment on news and market trends.
Inside you’ll find:
•
Interviews to Managing Directors, Lawyers, Bankers, Advisors, tax Experts and Chef
•
Sector Studies;
•
Report and post-research interviews, awards and Events.

Unbuonavvocato.it, the first marketplace for the match between demand and supply for legal services to the consumer,
with clear prices. Created in 2017, it aims at those who need to deal with a lawyer, even if it’s merely to ask for an opinion
by telephone. It is the website that allows you to quickly find the best closer lawyer, available at that time, at the best price;
contacting him in real time or buying his advice at a pre-established price.
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Legalcommunity Week – Contacts and Staff

Project Management

Events and Logistics

Hélène Thiery
Communication and BD Manager
helene.thiery@lcpublishinggroup.it
+ 39 02 8424 3870

Francesca D’Aleo
Events Team Manager
francesca.daleo@lcpublishinggroup.it

Rosita Martini
Event Coordinator Manager
rosita.martini@lcpublishinggroup.it
+ 39 02 8424 3870

Giulia Vella
Events Team Assistant
giulia.vella@lcpublishinggroup.it

Accounting
Social Media
Fulvia Rulli
Social Media Manager
fulvia.rulli@lcpublishinggroup.it

Lucia Gnesi
Accounting Department
lucia.gnesi@lcpublishinggroup.it

Creativity & Design
Sales
Diana Rìo
Sales and Sponsorships Manager
diana.rio@lcpublishinggroup.it
Barbara Raineri
Sales Assistant
barbara.raineri@lcpublishinggroup.it

Hicham Haidar Diad
Art Director
hicham@lcpublishinggroup.it
Samantha Pietrovito
Graphic Designer
samantha.pietrovito@lcpublishinggroup.it
Francesco Inchingolo
Video Production
francesco.inchingolo@lcpublishinggroup.it

LC Publishing Group
Via Morimondo 26, 20143 Milano
info@lcpublishinggroup.it
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Key Figures

16

TOTAL N° OF EVENTS

4800+
ATTENDEES

33

PARTNERS
AND SUPPORTERS

87

EXPERT SPEAKERS

50+

INTERNATIONAL
SPEAKERS
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 1

Conference:
The Digital Library

Corporate Counsel
Cocktail
with presentation
of the General Counsel
Champions List

Informal Introduction
Dinner for
International Speakers
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 2

Conference: the
business relationships
between the MENA
region and Italy
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 2

Dialogue on Finance

Discussion new
and promising
perspectives for power
PPA at Michelin starred
restaurant Lume by Chef
Luigi Taglienti
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 3

Corporate Run
and Walk

Conference:
Paris/Milan business and
legal relationships
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 3

Corporate
Music Contest:
ROCK THE LAW
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 4

Conference: the new
competitive scenario in
the legal sector. From
technology to innovation

Roundtable: the data
rush: how to monetize
and protect your data
assets
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Key Figures and Photos – 2018 Edition
Some shots from 2018 - Day 4

Corporate Awards
Closing Ceremony

To see the full program of the 2018 Edition with all details and speakers please click here
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Patronage, Sponsors and Supporters – 2018 Edition

Partners of the Week

Legalcommunity Week is supported by

Mobility Partner

www.legalcommunityweek.com

LC Week supports
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Patronage, Sponsors and Supporters – 2019 Edition

Partners of the Week

Legalcommunity Week is supported by

Media Partners
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2019 – Draft Program - last update January 2019

Monday 10 June 2019

Wednesday 12 June 2019

9:00am - 1:00pm

Conference - followed by light lunch:
“Innovation, artificial intelligence and
legal tech”

9:00am - 11:00am Conference - followed by closing coffee
break: “Brexit: consequences and
opportunities”

From 6:30pm

Corporate Counsel Cocktail

12:30pm - 2:30pm Business Lunch: “The perspective
of the circular economy in Italy”

9:30pm - 11:30pm Informal Welcome Dinner
for International Guests
6:00pm - 7:30pm Discussion - “Cross-border M&A”
Tuesday 11 June 2019
9:00am - 1:00pm

Conference - followed by light lunch:
“Doing Business in Africa
and the Middle-East”

3:00pm - 5:30pm Roundtable on Arbitration

5:00pm - 7:00pm Roundtable on International
Employment Law

7:30pm - 11:30pm Corporate Music Contest

Thursday 13 June 2019
8:00am - 9:30am

Breakfast on Finance

9:30am - 1:30pm

Conference on International M&A followed by light lunch

7:00pm - 8:30pm Best PE Deal Makers Cocktail
7:15pm - 11:30pm Corporate Awards and Gala Dinner

Wednesday 12 June 2019
6:00am - 8:00am

Corporate Run & Walk

www.legalcommunityweek.com

Friday 14 June 2019
8:30am - 10:00am Greetings & departures international guests
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See you in Milan
from 10 to 14 June 2019

www.legalcommunityweek.com

